
Nº Bedrooms: 6 Nº Bathrooms: 6 Nº People: 12 Parking M² built: 400 m² M² Terrace: 50 m² Wifi Private pool
Private garden Air conditioning Dishwasher TV Washing machine

Welcome to Villa, a spacious 6-bed family villa, walking distance to the beach!

Bearing traditional Andalucian style architecture with a contemporary style and modern furnishings, Villa offers spacious and bright accommodations for your family holidays in Marbella.

The home welcomes you to an open plan living/dining area that leads to a large and fully equipped kitchen, ideal to swap between cosy evenings on the couch and spinning together your favourite recipes. The
living area extends out onto the sun-kissed veranda which is absolutely stunning during sunrise or sunset; Here you can bask in the sun comfortably or enjoy a quick coffee with some fresh air. Also on the
entrance level is 1 bedroom as well as its bathroom to the side.

Headed upstairs, there are 4 more bedrooms. The Master Bedroom is large and has its own private balcony above the lower veranda, as well as an ensuite bathroom.

There is one more ensuite bedroom and bathroom just beside the Master Bedroom.

Two further bedrooms share a bathroom and are very well-sized bedrooms offering plenty of space for everyone!

Heading back downstairs to the lowest level of the home, you find one of the highlights of Villa; the massive games room which has it all, from a friendly game of pool to an emotional rally in ping pong, you've got
it all! There’s also a set of goals that can be put out in the garden in case any of the young ones wish to kick a ball around. To the side of the stairs coming down you will also find a lovely family TV room, allowing
everyone to enjoy their favourite movie or TV show without sacrifice! There is also one additional bedroom on this level that also has an ensuite bathroom.

Stepping outside, Villa boasts an expansive garden space which loops around to the lovely patio and private swimming pool, which has an outdoor dining area beside it. The pool can also be heated at an
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additional charge weekly should you request it.

The property is secluded, with high hedges and trees providing a safe and private outdoor space.

The home has aircon and wifi throughout and the location of Villa is ideal, with the best beaches on the Costa Del Sol only a short walk away. Furthermore, the nearby Cabo Pino port offers a variety of water
sports so there is plenty of amusement for everyone.

The nearby town of Elviria is known for its charming centre as well as the wide selection of restaurants and bars. With a choice of over 50 different restaurants, various supermarkets and many bars, it is one of
the most popular areas in Marbella.

With the Marbella Country Club and Golf, Santa Maria Golf Club and Santa Clara Golf Club you have some of Marbella’s finest golf clubs all within a 5-minute drive.

Marbella is just under a 15 min drive away, and you will be in Puerto Banus in less than 20 minutes by car. The bustling town of Fuengirola is a 15-minute drive to the east.

Please note that we welcome families and couples only, no groups under 30, and no hen or stag parties. Should you fall outside of this category but wish to book nonetheless, please send us an enquiry detailing
a bit more about yourself and the group that you will be travelling with so we can request this for you.
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